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RECENT STUDIES ON
SEISMIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF RETAINING

STRUCTURES

Susumu Iai
Port and Harbour Research Institute, Ministry of Transport
Nagse 3-l- 1, Yokosuka, 239-0826 Japan

ABSTRACT
The studies on seismic analysis and design of retaining walls in the recent years have revolved around the wall performance in the
near-source zones. Major developments include: (1) the conventional limit equilibrium approach is extended based on the multiple
failure plane concept; (2) a set of design charts for evaluating residual horizontal displacement of a gravity wall on yielding foundation
are developed based on the parametric effective stress analysis; (3) applicability of the effective stress analysis on the retaining wall
performance is confirmed by the case history during Hyogoken-Nambu, Kobe, earthquake; (4) major earthquake motion parameters
that govern the wall displacement through soil-structure interaction analysis are spectral intensity (damping factor-20% and
integration over 1.0 to 3.0 seconds) and/or frequency components lower than about 2Hz, which is lower than the fundamental natural
frequency of the wall-soil system at small strain shaking. These developments in the seismic analysis of retaining walls lead us toward
the performance-based design of retaining walls.
INTRODUCTION
The wealth of case history data from the Hyogoken-Nambu,
Kobe, Japan, earthquake of 1995, among others triggered
extensive studies on seismic analysis of retaining walls (e.g.
Iai, 1998a; 1998b). A primary focus in these studies has been
directed toward the wall performance in the seismic nearsource zones. The objective of this paper is to review these
recent developments.
Various methods have been developed for seismic analysis of
retaining walls. These methods may be broadly categorized as
fol1ows:
Simplified Analysis Simplified analysis is based on the
conventional limit equilibrium approach. In this category of
analysis, approximate threshold limit for onset of
displacements and/or elastic response limit is evaluated for
design level of pseudo-static inertia force. The effect of
backfill soil is typically evaluated as earth pressures computed
based on Mononobe-Okabe equation (Mononobe, 1924;
Okabe, 1924).
Simplified Dynamic Analysis Simplified dynamic analysis is
similar to simplified analysis, idealizing a structure by a
sliding rigid block. In this category of analysis, displacement
of the sliding block is computed by integrating the
acceleration time history that exceeds the threshold limit for
sliding (Newmark, 1965). The simplified dynamic analysis is
possible to evaluate extent of displacement / stress / ductility
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/strain of a retaining wall based on assumed failure modes. In
more sophisticated, yet still belong to this category of analysis,
structural and geotechnical conditions are idealized through a
series of parametric studies based on non-linear FEM/FDM
analyses of soil-structure systems and the results are compiled
as simplified charts for use in evaluating approximate
displacements.
Dynamic Analysis Dynamic analysis is based on soil-structure
interaction, generally using Finite Element Method (FEM) or
Finite Difference Method (FDM). In this category of analysis,
effects of earthquake motions are represented by a set of time
histories of earthquake motion at the base of the analysis
domain chosen for the soil-structure system. A structure is
idealized either as linear or as non-linear, depending on the
level of earthquake motion relative to the elastic limit of the
structure. Soil is idealized by either equivalent linear or an
effective stress model, depending on the expected strain level
in the soil deposit during the design earthquake. Fairly
comprehensive results can be obtained from soil-structure
interaction analysis, including failure modes of the soilstructure system and the extent of the displacement ! stress /
strain states.
These categories of analysis methods will be used as the
framework for reviewing the recent developments in the
seismic analysis of retaining walls.

SIMPLIFIED

ANALYSIS

Mononobe-Okabe Equation
In the simplified analysis, the earth pressures on the wall from
the dry backfill are typically estimated using the MononobeOkabe equation [Mononobe,
1924; Okabe, 19241. This
equation is derived, by modifying Coulomb’s classical earth
pressure theory to account for inertia forces. In the uniform
field of horizontal and (downward) vertical accelerations,
k,g and k,g , the body force vector, originally pointing
downward due to gravity, is rotated by the seismic inertia
angle, w , defined by (see Fig. 1)
Fig. I.

Active earth pressure

(1)
The Mononobe-Okabe equation is obtained by rotating the
geometry of Coulomb’s classical solution through the seismic
inertia angle, (v . The magnitude of the body force is scaled to
fit the resultant of the gravity and the inertia. For a vertical
wall having a friction angle, 6, between the backfill and the
wall, and retaining a horizontal backfill with an internal
friction angle, 4, the dynamic active earth pressure
coefficient,

Ke=

K,, , is given by

cos2@
-w)
cos~cos~,+6)[l+~~~

(2)

The dynamic active earth pressure, which acts at an angle, S ,
from the normal to the back of the wall of height, H , is given
by

4, = 4, $1 -U]H2

(3)

With an increasing effective seismic coefficient, k, /(l -k,) ,
the failure plane of soil wedge, defined by the angle, a,
approaches from the static failure plane to, and eventually
coincides with, the horizontal plane. This may be directly
understood by the earlier notion that the Mononobe-Okabe
equation is obtained by rotating the geometry of Coulomb’s
classical solution through the seismic inertia angle, y . The
limit is reached when the seismic inertia angle, y/ , coincides
with the internal friction angle of the backfill soil, 4. More
rigorous discussions are possible through Eq. (4), where the
denominator in the square root on the left side of the equation
should be positive, and thus v I 4 . This limit for the seismic
inertia angle, v , specified by the design value of the internal
friction angle, 4, has been considered to define the
theoretical upper limit for the effective seismic coefficient,
k, /(l - k,) , for use in design practice (e.g. Richards and Elms,
1979). Examples of the upper limit for the effective seismic
coefficient, k, i(1 - k, ) , are about 0.6, 0.8, and 1.2 for
4 = 30”, 40°, and 50”) respectively, by setting I,U= 4 in Eq.
(1).

where y is the unit weight of the backfill.

Multiple Plane Sliding

The angle cz, measured from the horizontal direction, defines
the aspect ratio Ll H = cot a of the soil wedge and is
computed through:

Recent studies on this issue demonstrated that there is yet
another horizon we could explore along the classical limit
equilibrium study (Koseki et al, 1998). It is well established
that there is a significant difference between the peak and
residual internal friction angles of sand. Typical values
for
dense sand can be $peOli= 50” and 4, = 30”. If this

cota = -tar@ +S) +sec(@ +6).

dCOS(BT
(4)

A complete set of equations may be found in the design codes
and manuals (e.g. Japan Port and Harbour Association, 199 1;
Ebeling and Morrison, 1992).
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difference is taken into account, the soil behavior behind the
yielding wall can be affected by both the peak and residual
internal friction angles as schematically shown in Fig. 2. First,
the onset of failure should coincide with the mobilization of
peak internal friction angle rather than the residual. Once a
failure plane is formed, then the mobilized friction angle along
this plane reduces to the residual internal friction angle. Since
onset of another failure plane requires the mobilization of the
peak internal friction angle, the sliding of soil wedge

2

r--------

plane (M-P) of backfill failure left behind as shown in Fig. 3.

1 Active earth pressure
,,Residual wall failure

Active earth pressure coefficient
M-Ps is calculated by
K

K,, mobilized by one of the

= cos(a - q+)(tan(a - 4) + mw)
UC

(5)

c0s(a-q5-@tma

wherea is

Outward displacement
at wall top, S

with

4 = 4peok in

Eq.

(4)

and

4 = 4, in Eq. (5). A complete equation can be found in
Koseki et al (1998).

t
At rest condition
(0 : equilibrium point)

Fig. 2.

computed

Schematic relationship between wail displacement
and active earth pressure coefficient (modiJied from
Koseki et al, 1998)

Typical examples of the earth pressures and failure planes
computed based on the M-P approach are shown in Fig. 4, and
compared with those obtained by the Mononobe-Okabe (M-O)
equation. In this figure, two examples are shown: one is
associated with the initial sliding plane formed at static
condition
(i.e.
k, /(l -k,) = 0 ), and the other at
k, /(l-k,) = 0.2. As shown in this figure, once the initial
sliding plane is formed, the sliding mode is entrapped with this
sliding plane because of its weaker shear resistance (i.e.
residual internal friction angle). This process continues until
the earth pressure associated with this sliding plane is
overtaken by the Mononobe-Okabe earth pressure computed
for peak internal fiction angle. At this instance, the failure
mode is entrapped with the next sliding plane. The results
shown in Fig. 4 indicate that the earth pressures computed
using the residual internal friction angle in the conventional
design practice may be too conservative, and the earth
pressures, especially for high seismic inertia level, may be
more reasonably evaluated by taking into account the M-P
failure process in the backfill.

Initial

SIMPLIFIED

DYNAMIC

ANALYSIS

Sliding Djsplacement of Gravity ~~11s
Fig. 3.

Schematic figure for multiple stage formation
active failure planes

of

continues along the same failure plane even with increasing
effective seismic coefficient.
This process breaks when another failure plane is formed. This

occurs when the level of inertia becomes so high that the
sliding along another failure plane with the mobilization of
peak internal friction angle becomes easier than the sliding
along the initial failure plane with the residual internal friction
angle. This condition can be detected by comparing the earth
pressures computed by the two failure planes. Since the earth
pressure resists the driving force f?om the soil wedge and acts
as a complimentary resistance with the shear resistance along
the failure plane, larger earth pressure implies smaller
contribution from the soil shear resistance against the same
driving force. Once the next failure plane is formed, then the
slide continues along this plane with the residual internal
friction angle. The process repeats itself by letting multiple
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In order to evaluate the permanent displacements of gravity
walls during earthquakes, the conventional pseudo-static earth
pressures discussed in the previous chapter have been
incoporated into the sliding block analysis (e.g., Newmark,
1965; Franklin and Chang, 1977; Richards and Elms, 1979;
Whitman and Liao, 1985). The first step in computing the
sliding displacement is to evaluate threshold acceleration,

beyond which

the wall begins to slide. The threshold

acceleration is determined by the value resulting in a factor of
safety of unity for sliding. In particular, the threshold
acceleration, a,, for a vertical retaining wall is given by the
expression (e.g. Richards and Elms, 1979);

a,=

pi

Pa, cos 6 - &,
wz

sin S

g
1

(6)

where ,u is the coefficient of interface friction between the
wall and the foundation rubble or soil, P,,, is the active earth
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Examples of the earth pressure results obtained by the multiple plane (M-P) method (&Ok=SOo,qS,,=30” and S=25”)
(mod$ed from Koseki et al, 1998)

thrust computed using the Mononobe-Okabe equation, S is the
wall-backfill interface friction angle, W, is the weight of the
wall per unit width, and g is the acceleration of gravity. It
should be noted that a, is required known in order to calculate
P,,, therefore an iterative procedure is required.
Once the threshold acceleration has been determined, then a
set of acceleration time histories are selected for the sliding
block analysis. When the ground motion acceleration exceeds
the threshold acceleration, a, the wall-backfill system begins
to move by translation along the base of the wall and the
failure plane through the backfill. By double integrating the
area of the acceleration time history that exceeds a,, and
continuing the time integration until the sliding stops, the
displacement of the wall relative to the firm base below the
failure plane is determined as shown in Fig. 5. The results of
the sliding block analysis have been compiled as simplified
charts as shown in Fig. 6. These approaches have been further
extended toward estimating tilting as well as sliding (Whitman
and Liao, 1984; P&ash et al., 1995).

Sliding Displacement of Sheet Pile Walls
The sliding block analysis may be applied not only to gravity
walls but also to sheet pile walls. However, the procedure used
for the gravity walls discussed above poses two diff%zulties.
First, the active earth pressure evaluated based on the
Mononobe-Okabe equation may not be accurate because of
the flexible nature of the sheet pile wall. Second, the inertia
force on and bottom friction at the wall, i.e. two of the major
parameters for gravity wall analysis, are not the major
parameters in the sheet pile-backfill soil system. These
problems may be solved by idealizing the movement of the
sheet pile-backfill system by assuming a rigid block motion of

a united body of the wall and active soil wedge in the backfill
(Towhata and Islam, 1987). In this approach, as shown in Fig.
7, the driving force on the united rigid block is the inertia and
gravity acting on the wall-soil wedge body and the resistance
force is the passive earth pressure in front of the wall, the
shear resistance along the failure surface of the soil wedge,
and the tie-rod force. Once the threshold acceleration is
determined, the sliding displacement of the sheet pile wall can
be computed based on the Newmark’s sliding block approach.
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5

Displacement of Walls on Yielding Foundation

earthquake of 1995.

For the design engineer, these results for evaluating the likely
sliding displacement of a retaining wall have considerable
merit in routine design practice. However, some cautionary
notes are necessary. Actual seismic performance of gravity
quay walls during earthquake often does not meet the
assumptions inherent to the sliding block analysis. Where the
movement of the wall is associated with significant
deformation in the foundation soils, the displacements
computed by the sliding block approach were substantially
smaller than the displacements observed in the field (Iai,
1998a). Where the foundation is firm but the rocking type
response of wall is involved, the design curves discussed
earlier are again found to be unconservative (Steedman and
Zeng, 1996). For liquefiable backfill, other techniques that
enhance limit equilibrium-based methods for predicting
seismic displacements are recommended. Consequently, it is
important to confirm that the design conditions of interest
meet the assumptions inherent to the sliding block analysis,
e.g. rigid firm ground, wall sliding without tilt, and rigid
wedge-like backfill movement.
In order to enhance the applicability of the simplified chart for
gravity quay walls for a general geotechnical conditions,
seismic performance of gravity quay walls was studied
through effective stress analysis by varying structural and
geotechnical parameters of quay wall under various levels of
shaking (Iai et al, 1999). Major parameters studied are width
to height ratio of a gravity wall, W/H, thickness of soil deposit
below the wall, Dl, and geotechnical conditions represented
by SPT N-values of subsoil below and behind the wall (see
Fig. 8). The effective stress analysis was based on the multiple
shear mechanism (FLIP), which demonstrated the applicability
to the seismic analysis of gravity quay walls at the HyogokenNambu (Kobe) earthquake of 1995(Iai, 1998b). This issue will
be discussed in more detail in the next chapter.
Some of the details assumed for simplicity in the analysis
include:
4 The geotechnical conditions of the soil deposits below and
behind the wall were assumed to be identical, represented
by equivalent SPT N-value (SPT N-value corrected for the
effective

vertical

stress of 65 kPa). The equivalent

SPT N-

value has been widely used for assessment of liquefaction
potential in Japanese port areas (e.g. Port and Harbour
Research Institute, 1997). SPT practice in Japan typically
corresponds to the energy ratio of 73%, about 20% higher
than the practice in USA, where the SPT N-value is
typically normalized to the energy ratio of 60% as in (N,),,
(i.e. (N,),, is about 1.5 times the equivalent SPT N-value).
b) Model parameters for the effective stress analysis were
determined from the equivalent SPT N-values based on a
simplified procedure (Morita et al., 1997).
cl The peak accelerations of the input seismic excitation were
assigned at the base layer as incident wave (as of 2E). The
time history of the earthquake excitation was that of the
incident wave at the Port Island (Kobe) vertical seismic
array site at a depth of -79 m during the Hyogoken-Nambu
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*

Fig. 8.

Typical cross section of a gravity quay wall for
parameter study

d) For simplicity, the thickness of backfill, 02, was assumed
the same as the wall height, H.
The results of the parametric study were summarized in terms
of residual horizontal displacement of the wall as shown in
Figs. 9 through 12. Among the parameters considered in this
study, the most sensitive parameter was the SPT N-values of
subsoil below and behind the wall. The second was the
thickness of the soil deposit below the wall. Although the
width to height ratio of a gravity wall is a sensitive parameter
for a quay wall with firm foundation, the effect of this
parameter becomes less obvious when the soil deposit below
the wall becomes thick.
Based on the results of the parametric study, a simplified
procedure is developed for evaluating residual horizontal
displacement of a gravity quay wall under seismic excitations.
In this procedure, the displacement may be evaluated with
respect to the parameters depending on their sensitivity to the
displacement as follows:
1) Normalized residual horizontal displacement, d/H, is
evaluated based on equivalent SPT N-value for a
prescribed level of shaking at the base by referring to Fig.
9 or Fig. 10.
2) Effects of thickness of soil deposit below the wall, Dl/H,
is corrected by referring to Fig. 11.
3) Effects of width to height ratio, W/H, is corrected by
referring

to Fig. 12.

The applicability

of this procedure was confirmed with the

casehistoriesduringthe Kushiro-okiearthquake
of 1993and
Hyogoken-Nambu (Kobe) earthquake of 1995 (Iai et al, 1999).
As in the case with other simplified procedures, it is
recommended for the engineer to confirm the applicability of
these charts with the relevant case history data and modify the
chart accordingly before using the charts in design practice.
The similar line of studies has been applied for evaluating the
effect of the soil improvement area against liquefaction (Iai,
1994; Dickenson and Yang, 1998; McCullough and Dickenson,
1998).
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I

1.1

DYNAMIC

ANALYSIS

As mentioned earlier, actual seismic performance of retaining
walls during earthquake is complex and often does not meet
the assumptions inherent to the limit equilibrium or sliding
block analysis discussed in the previous chapters. Where
movement of the wall is associated with deformation in the
foundation soils, dynamic earth pressures on the wall reflect
the complex soil-structure interaction. In particular, the design
engineer should be aware of the following facts (Whitman,
1990):
The minimum thrust occurs at the time of maximum
outward movement of the wall. At this time, the applied
base acceleration is toward the backfill. The maximum
thrust occurs when the wall has rotated back against the
soil, at a time when the applied acceleration is outward
away from the backfill.
The height of the resultant earth thrust fluctuates during
shaking, being highest when the wall has swung back
against the soil and being lowest (typically below the
lower third point!) when the wall moves outward.
Increasing number of studies demonstrated these complex
soil-structure interactions involved in the seismic performance
of retaining structures (Ichii et al, 1997; Gaskins et al, 1998;
Ghalandarzadeh et al, 1998; Kohama et al, 1998).

Methods for Dynamic Analysis
Dynamic analysis, generally using fmite element or finite
difference
techniques, involves coupled
soil-structure
interaction wherein the response of the foundation and backfill
soils is incorporated in the computation of the retaining wall
response. A wall is idealized as either a linear or non-linear
model, depending on the level of earthquake motion relative to
the elastic limit of the wall. The stress-strain behavior of the
soil is commonly idealized with either equivalent linear or
effective stress constitutive models, depending on the
anticipated strain level within the soil deposit. Fairly
comprehensive results can be obtained from soil-structure
interaction analysis, possibly including failure modes of the
soil-structure systems, extent of displacement, and stress/strain
states in soil and structural components.
Geotechnical modeling of foundation and backfill soil, either
through linear (equivalent linear total stress), total stress nonlinear or effective stress models, is a primary consideration
when evaluating the seismic performance of retaining
structures. Total stress analysis procedures, either equivalent
linear or non-linear, do not include the effects of change in
excess pore water pressure or effective stress during shaking,
and therefore changes in the soil stiffness and strength are not
accounted for. Among the total stress analysis procedures,
equivalent linear procedure has been the most widely used
techniques in practice for computing the dynamic response of
soil deposits, earth embankments, and soil structure interaction.
This is based on a linear analysis, using strain level dependent
shear moduli and damping. A computer code, FLUSH
(Lysmer et al, 1975), is one of the most widely used.
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Limitations in the equivalent linear analysis include:
- residual displacements of soil-structure systems are not
computed, and
applicability beyond the shear strain level of about one
percent is questionable.
The shear strain level of one percent corresponds, for example,
to a state where a level ground having a 10 m deposit deforms
O.lm. This is often smaller than the strain limit typically
defined for the upper limit of acceptable displacement of
retaining walls. Those who use the equivalent linear analysis
should be aware of these limitations.
Modifications in the total stress analysis have been applied to
overcome the limitations in the equivalent linear analysis.
These modifications relate to: (1) incorporating the effect of
excess pore water pressure increase in terms of reduced shear
moduli in the equivalent linear analysis (e.g. FLUSH-L
(Ozutsumi et al, 2000)), and (2) using reduced or residual
shear strength in the non-linear analysis such as using
commercially available computer codes (e.g. FLAC). These
computer codes in total stress approach have an improved
range of applicability over equivalent linear analysis. Certain
limitations still remain because the effects of progressive
increase in excess pore water pressures are not included.
Non-linear, effective stress analysis methods are the most ideal
for analyzing residual displacements and/or evaluating
performance of the retaining walls beyond the strain level of
one percent in soil. Many computer codes have been
developed and utilized in practice. However, users should be
aware of the fact that most of these computer codes are still
under development and useful only as a research tool. It is best
to consult with specialists in geotechnical earthquake
engineering and effective stress analysis to discuss the stage of
development of the computer code and the effective stress
model and then decide whether the computer program is
appropriate for use in practice. Proceedings of the relevant
conferences, including Japanese Geotechnical Society (1989,
1991) and National Science Foundation, USA (Arulanandan
and Scott, 1993), might offer relevant information. Final
decision on what computer code should be used for the
analysis will depend on the following issues:
Availability of solid theoretical background outlined in
technical literatures
Availability of solid procedures for determining analysis
parameters
from
commonly
used
geotechnical
investigations
Applicability of the procedure for well documented case
histories of seismic performance of port structures
Availability of computer code (preferably widely used and
tested by non-specialists/consulting engineers other than
the special group of researchers who originally developed
it).
The recent five years have seen extensive development in the
effective stress analysis of retaining walls as discussed below
(Iai, 1998b).
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earthquakes (Scott et al. 1982, Lam and Cheang 1995).

In order to discuss the effective stress analysis of retaining
structures, it is useful to review fust our basic understanding
of the soil behavior under transient and cyclic loads. With the
drained condition under an isotropic confining stress, soil
behavior under cyclic shear is generally represented by such a
hysteresis loop as shown in Fig. 13 (e.g. Hardin and Dmevich
1972a, b). The hysteresis loop depends on the shear strain
level because the loop is bounded by the upper and lower
limits specified by the shear strength of the soil. The behavior
of soil discussed here, for example, explains the hysteretic
subgrade reaction to an embedded foundation being forced in
cyclic motion as illustrated in Fig. 14. The upper and lower
limits of the subgrade reaction correspond to the active and
passive earth pressures, both of which play an important role
in the seismic design of retaining structures with dry backfill.

In order to take into account the behavior of soil reviewed
above in the analysis of soil-structure interaction of retaining
structures, we need to develop a constitutive model being
simple, numerically robust yet sophisticated enough to
reproduce the essential features of the soil behavior. The
essential requirements for the constitutive model include;
(1) the ability to follow the stress path close to the shear
failure line during cyclic loading of a dense saturated sand
such as shown in the upper figure in Fig. 15(b),
2) the ability to reproduce the hysteresis loop of a hardening
spring type such as shown in the lower figure in Fig. 15(b),
3) the ability to reproduce the progressive increase in the
shear strain amplitude such as shown in the lower figure in
Fig. 15(b), and
(4) the ability to analyze the cyclic behavior of an
anisotropically consolidated soil.

With the undrained condition, soil behavior under cyclic shear

is stronglyaffectedby theexcessporewaterpressures
andthe
corresponding change in the effective stress of the soil as
shown in Fig. 15 (Ishihara 1985). The upper and lower limits
specified by the shear strength of the soil under the drained
condition are no longer relevant to the hysteresis loop of the
soil with the undrained condition because these limits are
affected by the change in the effective confining stress. The
ultimate limits may be specified by either the steady state (e.g.
Ishihara 1996) or an onset of cavitation in the pore water.
More important to note is the progressive increase in the shear
strain amplitude without an increase in the cyclic stress level.
The progressive increase in the shear strain amplitude is
presumed to be the cause of the reduction in the equivalent
stiffhess of submerged soil observed for an embedded pile
subjected to the fast rate load comparable to that during

An example to meet these requirements is the constitutive
model based on a multiple shear mechanism (Towhata and
Ishihara, 1985, Iai et al. 1992a). The multitude of simple shear
mechanisms assumed in this model reflects the observation
that the stress in a granular material originates Tom the
contact forces between a pair of soil particles, the assemblage
of which constitutes the skeleton-like structure called a soil
skeleton (Iai, 1993). The multiple mechanisms incorporated in
the model naturally reproduce the behavior of sand subjected
to the rotation of principal stress axes, which plays an
important role in the behavior of initially anisotropically
consolidated sand under cyclic simple shear (Iai et al. 1992b).
With the effective stress and strain vectors in the plane stmin
condition written as

10
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(7)
(8)
the basic form of the constitutive relation is given by

characteristics are specified consistent with the laboratory
results including the upper limit for a hysteretic damping ratio,
often ranging from 20 to 30 %. The direction vectors for the
shear mechanism in Eq.( 10) are given by
G;1(‘)p = {cos0, - cos8, sink), }

(9)

+ iR(‘)Liu{n(‘){n”‘r
i=l

(10)

In this relation, the term (d&,} in Eq.(9) represents the effect
of dilatancy and is given from the volumetric strain increment
due to the dilatancy dEPas

t

dEp d&,
2
0
2

(11)

The first term in Eq. (10) represents the volumetric
mechanism specified with a rebound modulus K. The direction
vector is given by
b(O) 1’ = (1 1 0)

(12)

The second term in Eq.( 10) represents the multiple shear
mechanism. Each mechanism i = l,..., I represents a virtual
simple shear mechanism, with each simple shear plane
oriented at an angle 8,/2+x/4 relative to the x axis. The
tangential shear modulus R’“, represents the hyperbolic stress
strain relationship under a drained condition. The hysteresis

(fori=

l,...,I)

(13)

where

where

[D]= K(II(~)#II’~‘~

Curve

0, =(i-l)A8

(14)

AB=zlI

(15)

The loading and unloading for the shear mechanism are
separately defined for each mechanism by the sign of
(n’“}‘{d.s}. The sign convention for the stress and strain
throughout this paper is defined as extension positive. The
model has ten parameters; two which specify elastic properties
of soil, two that specify plastic shear behavior, and the rest

control dilatancy as shown in Table 1. A procedure to calibrate
these parameters can be found in Iai et al. (1993).
This model was coded into a computer code FLIP and found
to be able to simulate the behavior of sand discussed earlier as
shown in Fig. 16.
The issue listed in (4) is a more complicated phenomenon,
specific to two or three dimensional non-linear problem. The
simplest explanation of this phenomenon may be given as
follows. The soil stress condition in the vicinity of the
retaining structure is definitely anisotropic because of the
static load due to gravity. For example, the stress state of the
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Symbol
K,
G ma
:
4
P/
P2

Y;
c/

- ;

b
,

>.
k”

Type of Mechanism
elastic
elastic
plastic
plastic
plastic
plastic
plastic
plastic
plastic
plastic

Table I Model Parameters
Parameter Designation

volumetric
shear
shear
dilatancy
shear
dilatancy
dilatancy
dilatancy
dilatancy
dilatancy

rebound modulus
shear modulus
shear resistance angle
phase transformation angle
upper bound for hysteretic damping factor
initial phase of cumulative dilatancy
final phase of cumulative dilatancy
overall cumulative dilatancy
ultimate limit of dilatancy
threshold limit for dilatancy

0.2

0.0
0.2

0.81

80

100
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I

I

I

I

I
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Fig. 16.

Computed sand behavior under undrained cyclic shear (after Iai et al. 1992)

(a) On afinn foundation
Fig. 17.
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(b) 0 n a 1oose saturated sandy foundation

Deformation/failure

mode of gravity quaywall
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-
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cyclic simple shearing
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(Before
cyclic simple shearing)

Fig. 18.

Schematic deformation of soil element under undrained cyclic loading with initial shear

soil behind the retaining wall indicated by the alphabet A in
Fig. 17 can be close to the active shear failure condition. That
below the wall indicated by the alphabet B can be close to the
failure condition in a compression shear mode. The
anisotropic stress state before an earthquake, hereafter called
initial shear, should certainly affect the behavior of soils
subjected to the cyclic load.
For example, a conceptual image of the deformation of a soil
element B undergoing the stress and strain conditions
discussed is illustrated in Fig. 18. As shown in this figure, the
soil gradually deforms along the directions of the initial
principal stresses. If the principal stress axis is pointing
downward as shown in this figure, settlement associated with
lateral bulging is cumulatively induced in the soil element.
This cumulative increase of axial strain difference is presumed
to be an important mechanism for governing the deformation
of the retaining structures. The situation is very different from
that of the one dimensional loading, and involves the effect of
rotation of principal stress axes. The soil behavior under the
anisotropic stress condition discussed above has been studied
and confirmed by the laboratory study (Ishihara and Li 1972).
Thus, the important requirement
for a constitutive
model for
use in the non-linear analysis of retaining structures in

attain the required foundation bearing capacity, Subjected to a
strong earthquake motion having peak accelerations of 0.54g
and 0.45g in the horizontal and vertical directions, these
caisson walls were displaced an average of 3 m (maximum
displacement - 5m) toward the sea, settled 1 to 2 m and tilted
about 4 degrees toward the sea. Although a sliding mechanism
could explain the large horizontal displacement of the caisson
walls, this mechanism did not explain the large settlement and
tilt of the caissons. Reduction in the stiffness of foundation
soils due to development of excess pore water pressure was

speculated as a main cause of the observed caisson damage at
Kobe Port.
This speculation was confirmed by a series of effective stress
analyses using a computer code FLIP. The model parameters,
shown in Table 2, were evaluated based on the in-situ velocity
logging, the blow counts of Standard Penetration Tests (SPT
N-values) and the results of cyclic triaxial tests. The
specimens used for cyclic triaxial tests were undisturbed
samples obtained by an in-situ freezing technique. Input
earthquake motions were those recorded at the Port Island site
about 2km from the quay wall. The spatial domain used for
the finite

element

analysis

covered

a cross sectional

area of

about 220 m by 40 m in the horizontal and vertical directions.

addition to (1) through (3) discussed earlier is the ability to
analyze the cyclic behavior of an anisotropically consolidated
soil, as earlier listed (4). The constitutive model mentioned
earlier and coded into FLIP meets this requirement. For
further details, see Iai (1998b).

The effective
stress analysis
resulted
in the residual
deformation
shown in Fig. 20. As shown in this figure, the
mode of deformation of the caisson wall was to tilt into and

push out the foundation soil beneath the caisson. This was
consistent with the observed deformation mode of the rubble
foundation

Effective StressAnalysis of a Seismic Case History
During the 1995 Great Hanshin earthquake of 1995 in Kobe,
Japan, many of the caisson walls suffered damage as shown in
Fig. 19. These caisson walls were constructed on a loose
saturated backfill foundation of decomposed granite, which
was used for replacing the soft clayey deposit in Kobe Port to
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shown in Fig. 2 1, which

was investigated

by divers.

The order of wall displacements was also comparable to that
observed and shown in Fig. 19.
In order to evaluate the overall effect of geotechnical
conditions on the displacements of a gravity wall, the
following three analyses were performed as a parameter study.
The parameter study included a virtual soil model, to be called
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Cross section ofgravity quay wall at Kobeport and deformation/failure

during 1995 Great Hanshin earthquake, Japan

Table 2 Model Parameters for the Analyses
Relevant analysis

p (t/m3)

Foundation soil

G,,,, &Pa)

v*

sin+[

1.8

5660x (~r~~‘)0.~ 0.3

0.60

Backfill soil

1.8

loooox(a,,‘)os

0.3

Alluvial Clay

1.7

6270x (cJ~~‘)O’ 0.3

Foundation rubble

2.0

18200 x (o,‘)o.’

0.3

sinbp

K

P,

p2

wI

S,

c/

0.47

0.3

0.6

0.6

5.5

0.005

2.3

0.59

0.47

0.3

0.5

0.8

6.0

0.005

2.43

0.50

-----

0.3

(assuming d.z, = 0 in Eq.( 11))

0.64

-----

0.3

(assuming dsp = 0 in Eq.( 11))

Backfill stone

2.0
18200x(o,,‘)05
0.3
0.64
----0.3 (assuming d&, = 0 in Eq.( 11))
Caisson
2.1
1.3x10’
0.2
---_-___
--__---______------___-----------(Friction coefficients at the bottom and the back face of caisson ,u = 0.60 and &=0.27, respectively)
* v : Poisson’s ratio used for defining K, from G,,

Inclination
4.1 0
\

Lateral
Displacement
3.5m
+4.0m

-36.0m

Fig. 20.

Computed deformation of a gravity quay wall
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Fig. 21.

(Unit in meters)

Deformation of rubble foundation of a quay wall investigated by divers

Table 3 Major results of parametric study for gravity quay
wall
Residual Displacements of Caisson
Case
Horizontal
Vertical
Tilt

CASE-2

Case- 1
Case-2
Case-3
Case-4

(ml

(4

W)

3.5
1.6
2.1
2.5

1.5
0.6
0.7
1.1

4.1
2.4
3.1
2.7

CASE-3
non-liquefiable soil, which has the same properties as those
used in the aforementioned analysis but without the effect of
excess pore water pressures (i.e. assuming d&, = 0 in Eq.(l 1)).
To distinguish the cases in the parameter study, the case which
dealt with the actual quay wall during the earthquake
described earlier is designated as Case-l, Cases-2 through 4
are defined depending on the extent of the non-liquefiable soil
relative to the caisson wall as shown in Fig. 22.

CASE-4

Fig. 22.

Conditions assumedforparametric
Case-2 through 4

Paper No. SOAP4

study,

Major results of the analysis are summarized in Table 3
including those of Case-l. These results indicate that the
deformation of the gravity wall may be reduced up to about
one half of that actually observed if the excess pore water
pressure increase was prevented in the subsoil as in Case-2. In
particular, the effect of the pore water pressure increase in the
foundation soil beneath the caisson wall is about twice as that
of the backfill as understood from the comparison of Cases 3and 4. Some of these results were confumed by the seismic
performance of the quay walls at Port Island (phase II), where
a caisson wall had been placed on a foundation improved by
the sand compaction pile technique before the earthquake (Iai
et al, 1996).
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Effects of Earthquake Motion Time Histories
Once the applicability of an effective stress analysis has been
confirmed through a case history of a retaining wall
performance, the next step for the design engineer to do is the
analysis to evaluate the retaining wall performance for a
design earthquake event. Since there is considerable
variability in the design parameters with respect to the
earthquake motion, including the choice of time histories, it is
important to evaluate the sensitivity of the retaining wall
analysis to the variability.
A technical committee was established in the Japanese
Geotechnical Society in 1997 to look into this aspect of the
seismic analysis and design of soil structures, including
retaining walls, pile foundations, and embankments. The
caisson wall discussed in the previous section was chosen as
one of the standard model structures and the effects of the
variability in the time histories were studied using the
effective stress model mentioned earlier (Numata, 2000;
Numata et al, 2000; Nozu and Ichii, 2000; Nozu et al, 2000).
The time histories of the bedrock input motions used for the
analysis were obtained based on the mathematical seismic
source model, representing near-source motion of strike-slip
and dip-slip faults, and earthquake motion of a subduction
fault in 1OOkm offshore (Kagawa, 2000). The earthquake
parameters include the strike-slip or dip-slip faults of 40km by
20km with M,=7.0, and the subduction fault of 160km by
8Okm with M,“=8.3 with dip angle of 20 degrees. Asperity in
the non-uniform slip was considered with an asperity size of
8km by 8km for the strike-slip or dip-slip fault and of 32km
by 32km for the subduction fault. The simulated subduction
type bedrock motion used in this study did not include the
surface wave portion. The time histories used for the analysis
were the horizontal (EW) components and are shown in Fig.
23. Peak accelerations, velocity and displacements of these
time histories are summarized in Table 4. The pseudo velocity
response spectra of these acceleration time histories, computed
for the time histories scaled to the same peak acceleration of
OSg, are shown in Fig. 24. The predominant frequency
components read off from the envelope of these three time
histories consist of a broad frequency band from 0.1 to 0.7Hz
and

another

narrow

band

of about

1.6 Hz.

Peak Acceleration, Velocity, and Displacement The residual
horizontal
displacements
of the wall, called wall
displacements, that were computed for various levels of
shaking are summarized in Figs. 25 through 27. In this
particular series of parametric studies, the soils were assumed
to be non-liquefiable (i.e. Case-2 in Fig. 22, assuming dsr,=Oin
Eq.( 11) for all soils). The results shown in Fig. 25 indicate that
the wall displacements vary depending on the time histories
with the same peak bedrock acceleration. Among the three
time histories, the time history from the subduction fault
produces the largest wall displacement and that fi-om the strike
slip produces the smallest displacement. The ratio of the
largest to the smallest displacements is about two to nine.
Improved correlation is seen between the bedrock velocity and
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the wall displacements as shown in Fig. 26. However, the
correlation is still affected by the time histories. The
correlation becomes worse if the peak bedrock displacement is
used as shown in Fig. 27.
Pseudo Velocity Response ~Spectmm Although these peak
values represent the characteristics of the bedrock motion,
they do not take into account the frequency response
characteristics of the soil-structure systems. As a trial to
include these characteristics, pseudo velocity response
spectrum of the bedrock motion was chosen as an index of the
bedrock motion. The natural frequencies of the caisson quay
wall at the small strain shaking (i.e. with a peak bedrock
acceleration of O.OOlg) were read off from the frequency
transfer functions of the wall-soil system over the bedrock. As
shown in Fig. 28, the fundamental natural frequency of the
soil-structure system at the top of the caisson wall may be 1.5
Hz, which coincided with the fundamental natural frequency
of the backfill deposit. The frequency component of 6.3 Hz,
predominant at the backfill ground, was considered as the
natural frequency of a higher order mode. These two
frequencies were used to correlate the pseudo velocity
response spectra with the wall displacement. As shown in Fig.
29, the pseudo velocity response spectrum was not a good
index to explain the wall displacement.
Spectral Intensity One of the reasons why the response
spectrum at the small strain natural frequency was not a good
index was presumed to be the non-linear effects of the soilstructure system. The elongation of the fundamental natural
period of the caisson wall from 0.8 to 2.5 seconds was
confirmed with increasing acceleration level as shown in Fig.
30. In order to incorporate these effects of non-linear response
referring to the successful use of spectrum intensity to detect
the onset of liquefaction (Towhata et al, 1996), it was
proposed to use the spectral intensity defined as:

I, = f,OS,dT

(16)

where
St. : velocity response spectrum (cm/s)
T : period (s)
h

The original

: damping

definition

factor

(=20%)

used for defining

the spectrum

intensity(Housner,1961)wasmodifiedin Eq. (16)to takeinto
account the significant non-linearity of the soil-structure
system studied in this study. The results, shown in Fig. 3 1,
confirmed the reasonable correlation between the spectral
intensity and the wall displacements. Parametric change in the
definition of the spectral intensity, including the use of the
integration period ranges 0.1 to 2.5s 0.1 to 5.0s 0.1 to 10.0 s,
and the damping factors of 5% and IO%, resulted in poorer
correlations.
The applicability of the spectrum intensity was also confirmed
for the case where effects of liquefaction were also taken into
account (Numata, 2000; Numata et al, 2000).
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i7me histories of bedrock earthquake motions usedfor the parameter study

Table 4 Peak accelerations, velocities and displacements of bedrock motions
Seismic source of
Peak displacement (cm)
Peak velocity (cm/s)
Peak acceleration (g)
earthquake motion
Strike-slip fault
0.55
136
70
Dip-slip fault
0.43
82
36
Subduction fault
0.13
69
75
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c

Frequency ComponepE The parameter studies
mentioned above were for the particular dimensions of the
caisson wall. In order to investigate the effect of the frequency
components, additional parameter study was performed on a
small caisson wall with a water depth of 3m. The finite
element mesh for a large (Model A) and small caisson (Model
B) walls are shown in Fig. 32. The frequency transfer function
for the large and small caisson walls at small strain levels are
shown in Fig. 33. The fundamental natural frequency of small
caisson wall was about 4.5 Hz. In order to identify the
frequency components that effectively affect the wall
displacement, the input earthquake motions mentioned earlier
were modified with low pass filtering technique with various
cut-off frequencies. The time histories processed with various
low pass filters are shown in Fig. 34.
Effective

0.1’
0
Peak

I

I

I

200

400
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Acceleration
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Fig.30.
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Fundamental naturalfreguency
(after Numata et al, 2000)

fault
fault
fault
fault
fault
fault

of a caisson wall

Figure 35 shows the results of the effect of input motion with
various cut-off frequencies. Computed cases include those
with and without the effects of the excess pore water pressures,
EPWP (Cases 1 and 2 in Fig. 22). From this figure, it is
apparent that the frequency components lower than a certain
limit, 1 to 2Hz in this study, affect the wall displacement. The
frequency limits are slightly lower than the IYmdamental
natural frequencies of the large and small caisson wall-soil
systems. The frequency components higher than the limit
frequency have minor effect on the wall displacement (Nozu
and Ichii, 2000; Nozu et al, 2000).
These results indicate that the wall displacement is governed
either by (1) the spectral intensity defined with 20% damping
and integrated over 1.0 to 3.0s or (2) the frequency
components lower than 1 or 2 Hz, which are lower than the
fundamental natural frequency of the wall-soil system. In
design practice, these indexes of the bedrock motion can be
important for choosing or normalizing the time histories used
for seismic analysis and design of retaining structures.
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Frequency transferfinction

for large (Model A) and small (Model B) caisson walls (after Nozu et al, 2000)
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fime histories of bedrock motions processed through low-pass filters with various cut-offfrequencies
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TOWARD PERFORMANCE

BASED DESIGN

Performance-based design is an emerging methodology, which
was born from the lessons learned from earthquakes in the
1990’s (SEAOC, 1995; Iai and Ichii, 1998; Steedman, 1998).
The goal is to overcome the limitations present in
conventional seismic design. Conventional building code
seismic design is based on providing capacity to resist a
design seismic force, but it does not provide information on
the performance of a structure when the limit of the forcebalance is exceeded. If we demand that limit equilibrium not
be exceeded in conventional design for the relatively high
intensity ground motions associated with a very rare seismic
event, the construction/retrofitting cost will most likely be too
high. If force-balance design is based on a more frequent
seismic event, then it is difficult to estimate the seismic
performance of the structure when subjected to ground
motions that are greater than those used in design.
In performance-based design, appropriate levels of design
earthquake motions must be defined and corresponding
acceptable levels of structural damage must be clearly
identified. Two levels of earthquake motions are typically
used as design reference motions, defined as follows:
Level 1 (Ll): the level of earthquake motions that are
likely to occur during the life-span of the structure;
Level 2 (L2): the level of earthquake motions associated
with infrequent rare events, that typically involve
very strong ground shaking.
The acceptable level of damage is specified according to the
specific needs of the users/owners of the facilities and may be
defined on the basis of the acceptable level of structural and
operational damage given in Table 5. The structural damage
category in this table is directly related to the amount of work
needed to restore the full functional capacity of the structure
and is often referred to as direct loss due to earthquakes. The

operational damage category is related to the amount of work
needed to restore full or partial serviceability. Economic losses
associated with the loss of serviceability are often referred to
as indirect losses. In addition to the fundamental functions of
servicing sea transport, the functions of port structures may
include protection of human life and property, functioning as
an emergency base for transportation, and as protection from
environmental threats from spilling hazardous materials such
as oils, If applicable, the effects on these issues should be
considered in defining the acceptable level of damage in
addition to those shown in Table 5.
Once the design earthquake levels and acceptable damage
levels have been properly defmed, the required performance of
a structure may be specified by the appropriate performance
grade S, A, B, or C defined in Table 6. In performance-based
design, a structure is designed to meet these performance
grades.
The principal steps taken in performance-based design are
shown in the flowchart in Fig. 36:
1) Choose a performance grade from S, A, B, or C: This step
is typically done by referring to Tables 5 and 6 and
selecting the damage level consistent with the needs of the
users/owners. Another
procedure for choosing a
performance grade is to base the grade on the importance
of the structure. Degrees of importance are defined in most
seismic codes and standards. If applicable, a performance
grade other than those of S, A, B, or C may be introduced
to meet specific needs of the users/owners.
2) Defme damage criteria: Specify the level of acceptable
damage in engineering parameters such as displacements,
limit stress states, or ductility factors.
3) Evaluate seismic performance of a structure: Evaluation is
typically done by comparing the response parameters from
a seismic analysis of the structure with the damage criteria.
If the results of the analysis do not meet the damage

Table 5 Acceptable level of damage in performance-based design*
Acceptable level of damage
Stl-uctl.lral
Operational
Degree I : Serviceable
Minor or no damage
Little or no loss of serviceability
Short-term loss of serviceability***
Degree II : Repairable
Controlled damage**
Long-term or complete loss of serviceability
Degree III: Near collapse
Extensive damage in near collapse
Complete loss of serviceability
Degree IV: Collapse* * * *
Complete loss of structure
* Considerations: Protection of human life and property, functions as an emergency base for transportation,
and protection from environmental threats from spilling hazardous materials such as oils, if applicable,
should be considered in defining the damage criteria in addition to thoseshownin this table.
** With limited inelastic response and/or residual time for repairs
*** Structure out of service for short to moderate duration
**** Without significant effects on surroundings

Performance grade

Table 6 Performance grades S, A, B, and C
Design earthquake
Level l(L1)
I Level 2(L2)
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l

criteria, the proposed design or existing structure should be
modified.
Soil improvement
including
remediation
measures against liquefaction may be necessary at this
stage. Details of liquefaction remediation can be found in
the publication of the Port and Harbour Research Institute
( 1997).
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The objective of analysis in performance-based design is to
evaluate the seismic response of the port structure with respect
to allowable limits (e.g. displacement, stress, ductility/strain).
Higher capability in analysis is generally required for a higher
performance grade facility. The selected analysis methods
should reflect the analytical capability required in the seismic
performance evaluation. Table 7 shows the type of analysis
that may be most appropriate for each performance grade. The
principle applied here is that the structures of higher
performance
grade should be evaluated using more
sophisticated methods. As shown in the index in Table 7, less
sophisticated methods may be allowed for preliminary design,
screening purpose, or response analysis for low levels of
excitation.
In the present state of practice, it is desirable to confirm the
applicability of methods for analysis of port structures by
using suitable case histories or model test results before
accomplishing the seismic performance evaluation.
More comprehensive discussions on the performance-based
design of port structures can be found in a publication by a
working group on seismic effects for port structures,
International Navigation Association (PIANC, 2001).

damage

Fig. 36.

criteria satis

Flowchart for seismic pedormance evaluation

Type of analysis

Table 7 Types of analysis related to performance grades
Performance grade
Grade C 1 Grade B

1 Grade A 1 Grade S

Simplified analysis:
Appropriate for evaluating approximate threshold level and/or elastic

limit and order-of-magnitude displacements.
Simplified dynamic analysis:
Of broader scope and more reliable. Possible to evaluate extent of
displacement/stress/ductility/strain based on assumed failure modes.

Dynamic analysis :
Most sophisticated. Possible to evaluate both failure modes and extent
of displacement/stress/ductility/ strain.
Index:
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